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Online display advertising
• With rising CPAs for PPC advertisers are looking
for alternative solutions.
• UK ad CTRs have almost halved since 2004
(ADTECH 2009) due in part to the rise in clutter.
• Online display traditionally = 0.1% CTR
• The average website loses 95% of traffic.
• Retargeting solutions enables advertisers to re‐
engage with customers via personalised display
ads.
• Through the use of technology these are
generated in real‐time, showing creative that
matches more closely to what the user has been
viewing.
• Personalised retargeting improves the average
CTR by as much as 6 times.
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Evolution

The three imperatives
Reach

Technology

Size enables
segmentation

Without sacrificing
audience quality and
engagement

Understanding users
and their behaviour

The more data the
better the insight –
and the targeting

Better data = greater
performance, less
wastage

Real‐time
segmentation and
targeting

Real‐time matching
of campaigns to
users

Aggregating data from
many sources, on‐
the‐fly

CAMPAIGN OPTIMISATION

Data

% of online
population covered

Y! DR

Mastering the three imperatives
Reach

Data

Quality and quantity. Yahoo! reaches more than 80% of the online
population by combining our inventory with that from the top 250 sites.

Yahoo! fuels your campaign with the deepest customer insights.
Our data + your data + insight from over 50 data partners drives results.

Technology

Yahoo! technology works dynamically to maximise your campaign efficiency.

The changes |
Direct response display advertising
• What ‘s changed: Evolving from contextual
to a diverse suite of targeting solutions
fuelled by data and new technology
• From raw impressions to user segmentation
• What hasn’t changed: pressure to improve
campaign performance and
•

Maximise ROI
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The travel industry: the need for better ROI
 Highly competitive marketplace
 Varying types of Travel customer
› Frequent Flyers
› Business Travellers
› Leisure travellers
› Short breaks
› UK/domestic market
 More players entering the market:
› Low cost airlines
› OTAs (online travel agents)
› Increased focus from the mainstream tour operators
e.g. Thomas Cook & Tui
› Price Comparison sites
 Branding no longer enough – harness technology to
reach travel customers at all stages of the purchase
funnel
 Retargeting alone no longer enough – a need to convert
new users to your brand

Solving

Influencing all stages of the purchase funnel
1. Y!DR targets users with
the right demographics
and interests

Registration &
Interest Data

Interest

Intent
2. Then, overlays intent
based data, cherry‐picking
those ready to buy

User Journey &
User Intent Data
Decision

3. Intensify once the key
buying signal has been
given: retarget with the
right message and
frequency

Advertiser Data

INFLUENCING ALL LEVELS OF THE PURCHASE FUNNEL DRIVES
DOWN OVERALL CPAs

SOLD

Solving

The new optimised user journey
1. Top of the funnel – initial
Travel interest from general
user journey

2. Harness user intent data
Key Travel intent indicators as
users traverse the Y! DR
network

3. Re‐targeting to ‘close’
driving brand engagers back to
advertiser site to purchase
their flight

Registration &
Interest Data

Travel

User Journey &
User Intent Data

Flights to
NY

Advertiser Data
Re‐targeting

Brand
interest
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Multiplying conversions: the power of
targeting

Flight Provider Case Study: Flight booking conversion uplift using Y! Direct Response vs untargeted run‐of‐network (RON)

Significant uplift in
conversions using
additional data to
drive targeting
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The end result: achieving client CPA targets

•

1 month campaign

•

Long haul flight advertiser

•

Target reached within 9 days.

•

CPA at month end £15.90

Evolution
of
targeting
on
the
internet
What is Smart Ads
Early Days – We have so much data, we can easily tailor every advert.
One‐to‐one
Marketing Nirvana…
Reality for years – Lots of data, lots of targeting products, often without good results
Today – Getting very close to one‐to‐one (Smart Ads)

Yahoo! Smart Ads are the next evolution real time,
personalised display advertising.
→ Fully dynamic ad generation that includes automated
optimisation of creating an almost limitless variety of creative
executions based on the variables the advertiser provided.

